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ABSTRACT
Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) consist of large, complex Reinforced Concrete (RC) or concrete-filled Steel
Concrete (SC) composite structures that are analyzed using Finite Element (FE) models that have been
rigorously developed to accurately represent their global behavior. The FE models commonly use 2D
shell or 3D solid elements for shear walls and slabs in combination with line elements to represent beams,
columns and rigid links. The FE analysis output is very detailed, as it includes many force/stress data,
with recovered results provided at a node, element or section level. Performing element-by-element
structural designs based solely on these FE results at the node/element level may be unduly conservative
as it would not recognize redistribution of forces and moments after a section reaches its strength limit.
The node/element results can be averaged over a reasonable length of wall, beam or column, and different
averaging lengths can be employed for each type of strength limit check being performed. However, there
are no established codes, standards or guidelines available to the engineer to interpret the output, average
the results and perform the design to ensure that the local and global structural behavior is still
represented in the averaged design.
This paper will present a design approach for both RC and SC composite structures with emphasis on
shear walls that were designed using FE models based on 2D shell elements. Using the relevant
provisions of the ACI 349 (2001) code for nuclear concrete structures, the fundamental steps to calculate
the required reinforcement demand under axial forces, bending moments, and In-Plane (IP) and Out-OfPlane (OOP) shear loads will be detailed. The methodology described can equally be applied to other
element types with certain modifications.
INTRODUCTION
Design and analysis of NPP structures are almost always performed with sophisticated FE analysis tools
that can only approximate the true stress and load distribution. The FE methodology which reports forces
and moments at each node or element would be overly conservative since redistribution of forces and
moments in a design section is not taken into account. Higher stressed regions redistribute forces and
moments to less stressed regions of the section as it reaches its strength limit as per the ACI 349 design
philosophy. This type of force redistribution is common for continuous structures such as walls and slabs.
Therefore selection of an averaging “path” or “cut” that would resist the internal forces is a crucial step to
prevent overly conservative designs. In the current design practices, the designers are required to develop
a methodology to post-process the force/stress output by interpreting relevant code sections for RC or SC
composite structures design due to a lack of established rules to properly use the FE analysis output data.
The SC composite walls consist of two steel faceplates filled with self-consolidating concrete where steel
faceplates work as reinforcement equivalent to main rebars used in RC members. Headed shear studs
welded to the steel faceplates are provided to bond the faceplates to concrete. Concrete and steel
faceplates work compositely through headed shear studs transferring the forces between the concrete and
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the steel plates. Development length similar to conventional reinforcing rebars is also provided by shear
studs for SC walls. Transverse tie bars/steel plates employed in SC walls work as OOP shear
reinforcement providing additional strength similar to that provided by stirrups/tie-bars in reinforced
concrete. Therefore, the typical design procedure for RC and SC composite walls is almost identical in
several aspects.
This paper presents a design approach for both RC and SC composite structures with emphasis on shear
walls and slabs that are designed using FE models based on 2D shell elements. Since the fundamental
behavior of RC and SC composite walls/slabs are similar to each other, ACI design provisions presented
in this paper can be utilized for both RC and SC composite wall/slab design.
FINITE ELEMENT OUTPUT DEFINITIONS
The element force output for a typical shell element is shown in Figure 1. The general descriptions of
force resultants are given in Table 1 for a typical shell element. The element force resultants (TX, TY, TXY,
NX, NY, MX, MY, MXY) are parallel to the element local coordinate system which is usually different from
the global coordinate system. The same local coordinate system should be defined to obtain consistent
element forces for each shell element so that the same post-processing procedure is applied for all the
shell elements in the FE model to facilitate the design process.

Figure 1. Typical element force/moment output and sign convention for shell elements.
Table 1: Definition of element forces.
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CODE REVIEW TO IDENTIFY THE CRITICAL SECTION LENGTH FOR MEMBER FORCE
AVERAGING
Performing element-by-element structural design and reinforcing the entire wall/slab based on the most
critical finite element would likely lead to more required reinforcement and thus an uneconomical design
for NPP structures. Stress or force/moment averaging can be performed by using the FE analysis output
provided for all elements having common nodes. An acceptable section cut length varies for different
element forces based on ACI code design provisions as well as the various applied forces. The design
engineer can consider different section cut lengths separately after reviewing the corresponding contour
plots to reduce the potentially excessive conservatism.
The existing design codes or regulatory guides do not provide any explicit guidelines on how to average
the element forces/stresses obtained from FE analysis. However, ACI 349 (2001) code implies critical
section lengths for different element forces. The applicable code provisions indicating the critical section
lengths are provided in Table 2. The total load carried by the defined critical section is required to be used
in the design based on ACI 349 (2001). Therefore, element forces can be averaged over the critical
section length considering the fact that the forces or moments are redistributed to the adjacent areas once
the higher stressed region reaches its strength limit. Table 2 also provides the recommended averaging
lengths for different element force components.
Table 2: Critical section length based on ACI 349 (2001) and recommended averaging lengths.

Demand
Axial Force (TX, TY)
OOP Bending Moment
(MX, MY)
IP Twisting Moment
(MXY)
IP Shear Force (TXY)
OOP Shear Force / Beam
Action (NX, NY)
OOP Shear Force / Twoway Action (NX, NY)

Critical Section Length
Defined in ACI 349[1]

Relevant Code
Provision in ACI 349

Width of bearing plus 4t[2]

Section 14.2.4

Recommended
Averaging
Length[1]
3t

3t

Section 13.5.3

3t

3t

Section 13.5.3

3t

0.8lw

Section 11.10.4

0.8lw

Entire width, bw

Section 11.12.1.1

bw

Perimeter of the critical
section, b0

Section 11.12.1.2

b0

Notes: [1] t is the thickness of wall/slab, lw is the horizontal length of wall/slab.
[2] The critical section length is center-to-center distance between two concentrated loads if it is less than width of
bearing plus 4t.

It should be noted that an averaging distance of 3t can be used as a critical section length based on the
current industry practice. The design engineer can consider the critical section length of 3t as an upper
limit and use a smaller distance depending on the wall/slab thickness, mesh size, concentrated loads and
engineering judgment after reviewing the force/stress contour plots in order to properly average the
corresponding element forces. Also, using 3t averaging distance would be conservative for IP and OOP
shear element forces due to longer critical section lengths allowed by ACI 349 (2001). The design
engineer should also consider the change in sign carefully when performing the averaging across
relatively long distances and evaluate the use of real or absolute values of element forces on a case by
case basis.
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AVERAGING FINITE ELEMENT MEMBER FORCES
The walls/slabs are divided into more manageable design regions to achieve a more economical
reinforcement design and manage analysis results more easily while maintaining the constructability. The
horizontal and vertical cuts including a group of different number of elements are identified by
considering any openings or penetrations breaking the continuity of a cut extending across the entire
wall/slab width or height. The horizontal/vertical cuts may need to start and stop at wall-wall or wall-slab
intersections depending on the building geometry. Figure 2 illustrates examples of horizontal and vertical
cuts separated into smaller cut lengths due to the openings and wall-slab intersection.

Figure 2. Horizontal and vertical cut numbering.
Averaging is performed along horizontal and vertical cuts by sequentially incrementing a group by one
element and deleting one other. For example, a typical averaging sequence for 3-feet thick walls with an
averaging distance of “3t” would be element groups, 1-2-3, 2-3-4, 3-4-5, and so on assuming the fact that
the approximate mesh size (element length) is 3-feet. Directional averaging is carried out considering the
horizontal and vertical sides of the finite element. TY, NY and MY are averaged in the horizontal direction
(along the horizontal sides of the element) and TX, NX and MX are averaged in the vertical direction
(along the vertical sides of the element). TXY and MXY are the common element forces for both horizontal
and vertical faces, and they are averaged in both directions.
UTILIZING AVERAGED ELEMENT FORCES/MOMENTS FOR DESIGN CALCULATIONS
The amount of main horizontal or vertical rebars depends on both flexural and IP shear design
calculations performed for each direction. For example, the averaged axial force and OOP bending
moment for a horizontal cut is taken into account with the averaged IP shear force for a relevant vertical
cut, since both demands are carried by the rebars provided in the same direction. Similarly, axial forces
are used in both IP and OOP shear design calculations, since the nominal shear carried by the concrete
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varies based on the axial force. Therefore, all possible design combinations should be considered to
achieve the safest and the most efficient design considering all the element groups interacting with each
other.
Figure 3 shows two shaded element groups for horizontal and vertical cuts. The steel areas of the main
rebars spanning along the X-axis and Y-axis of the element local coordinate system are designated as AX
and AY, respectively. For the shaded element group in the horizontal direction shown in Figure 3, the
flexural design contributing to AY is performed by using the averaged MY, MXY and TY element forces
obtained from the elements shown with the horizontal red line in Figure 3. The relevant IP shear design
contributing to AY is the most critical case among all the cut couples denoted by blue and purple lines as
shown in Figure 3. The blue and the purple lines represent the elements averaged for T XY and TX to
perform IP shear design. As previously described, the cuts identified for IP shear design (blue and purple
lines) are perpendicular to the flexural cut (red line), since both the horizontal flexure and vertical IP
shear demands contribute to AY. For the OOP shear design in the horizontal direction, NY is averaged
using the elements shown with horizontal yellow line. Similar to IP shear design, the averaged NY
demand paired with TY is obtained from the horizontal red line to conduct OOP shear design.
Similarly, two shaded elements in the vertical direction illustrated in Figure 3 constitute one of the
element groups for the corresponding vertical cut. Averaged MX, MXY and TX element forces are obtained
from the elements shown by the vertical red line to perform the flexural design contributing to A X. The
contribution of IP shear demand for required AX is obtained from the cut pairs illustrated by the blue and
purple lines perpendicular to the vertical red line. TXY and TY are averaged using the elements represented
by the blue line and the purple line, respectively, for IP shear design. The averaged NX and TX are
obtained by using the elements shown with vertical yellow and red lines, respectively, are used for the
OOP shear design.

Figure 3. Horizontal and vertical cut examples for required steel area calculation.
As described above, the design calculations are performed for the shaded element groups utilizing other
groups of elements (e.g. the element groups represented by the blue and purple lines for both the
horizontal and vertical shaded elements) which are relevant to the corresponding design calculation. The
same calculations are repeated for all element groups in the corresponding horizontal and vertical cuts.
Then, the critical required reinforcement is obtained from required steel areas calculated for all the
element groups pertinent to defined design regions. Finally, sufficient rebar size and spacing are provided
by considering the constructability. The required reinforcement is calculated for main rebars carrying both
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flexural and IP shear demand, and shear reinforcement provided for OOP shear demand. The main rebars
extend across both horizontal and vertical directions while shear reinforcement is provided through the
thickness of the wall/slab. Shear friction may also need to be considered for RC walls/slabs.
Figure 3 is given as an example case to describe a typical element averaging method and how to use the
averaged element forces in the design calculations by considering the interacting forces/moments. In
Figure 3, the same averaging length is used for all of the element forces in the corresponding design
calculations. However, averaging lengths may vary for different element forces. For example, OOP or IP
shear forces are permitted to be averaged over a longer distance as shown in Table 2. In that case, the
averaged OOP or IP shear demand is considered together with the smaller group of elements used to
average the axial forces along the same cut (e.g. 3t for axial force and bw for OOP shear).
DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND REQUIRED REINFORCEMENT CALCULATION
The interacting element forces/moments and design loads are summarized in Table 3. The element group
that produces the highest reinforcement demand is considered the most critical case for the corresponding
cut and thus for the design of the entire region.
Table 3: Interacting averaged force/moment resultants and design loads.
Element Groups along Horizontal Cut
AY (in2/ft)
Flexural
Design[1]

IP Shear
Design

TY, MY, MXY

TX, TXY

OOP Shear
Design
TY, NY

Element Groups along Vertical Cut
AX (in2/ft)
Flexural
Design[1]

IP Shear
Design

TX, MX, MXY

TY, TXY

OOP Shear
Design
TX, NX

Note: [1] Total OOP bending moment is calculated as
ଢ଼ᇱ ൌ ȁଢ଼ ȁ  ȁଡ଼ଢ଼ ȁand ଡ଼ᇱ ൌ ȁଡ଼ ȁ  ȁଡ଼ଢ଼ ȁ

The wall/slab design strength is evaluated as the nominal strength provided by the concrete and steel
reinforcement. The nominal strength is multiplied by a strength reduction factor,  , given in Section
9.3.2 of ACI 349 (2001).
Flexural Design (Axial force plus OOP bending moment)
The required reinforcement for the combined axial load and total OOP bending moment is calculated
following the design assumptions provided in Section 10.2 of ACI 349 (2001). The absolute value of
twisting moment, ܯ௫௬ , is added to the absolute OOP bending moment in two orthogonal directions to
incorporate the twisting moment in wall/slab design. Since the same amount of reinforcement is utilized
in each face of the wall/slab section, the sign of the total OOP bending moment does not affect flexural
design calculations. The design loads for flexure are given in Table 3 for element groups averaged in two
orthogonal directions. Two cases are considered for flexural design as illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5:
1) rebars on both sides of the section are in tension, and 2) rebars on one side of the section are in tension.
୦

1. Rebars on both sides of the section are in tension,  כܯൌ  െ  ቀଶ െ ୲୭୮ ቁ ൏ Ͳ

The wall/slab section can only be subjected to the axial tension load () and the total OOP bending
moment ( ൌ ଡ଼ᇱ or ଢ଼ᇱ ) for this case. Figure 4 shows the design loads and internal forces for the
combined axial load and bending moment.  and  are represented by  with an axial eccentricity and ܾ
is given as unit length (1 ft). The force and moment equilibriums are summarized using Equations 1 and
2.
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Figure 4. Design loads and internal forces for combined axial load and bending moment, Case 1.


ܰ ቀଶ

ܰ ൌ ൫ܣ௧ ݂௬  ܣ ݂௬ ൯

(1)

െ ݀௧ െ ݁ቁ ൌ ܣ ݂௬ ሺ݀ െ ݀௧௧ ሻ

(2)

where, ݀௧ is the concrete cover length plus half of the diameter of the top reinforcement (in), ݀௧௧ is
the concrete cover length plus half of the diameter of the bottom reinforcement (in), ݀ is the distance from
extreme compression fiber to centroid of tension reinforcement (in), ݁ (=M/N) is the axial eccentricity
(in), ݂௬ is specified yield strength of nonprestressed reinforcement (psi), ܣ௧ is the top reinforcement area
(in2), and ܣ is the bottom reinforcement area (in2). From Equations 1 and 2, the required reinforcement
is obtained by Equations 3 and 4.


ேቀ ିௗ ିቁ
మ
 ሺௗିௗ್ ሻ
ே
ܣ௧ ൌ  െ ܣ


ܣ ൌ 
where, ݄ is the thickness of the section (in).

(3)
(4)

୦

2. Rebars on one side of the section are in tension,  כܯൌ  െ  ቀଶ െ ୲୭୮ ቁ  Ͳ

The concrete section is subjected to either axial tension or compression () with total OOP bending
moment ( ൌ ଡ଼ᇱ or ଢ଼ᇱ ) for this case. Force/moment equilibriums are given in Equations 5 through 7 as
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Design loads and internal forces for combined axial load and bending moment, Case 2.

୦

ே

ܶ ൌ ܥ  ܥ௦  


 െ  ቀଶ െ ୲୭୮ ቁ ൌ ܥ ቀ݀ െ ଶ ቁ  ܥ௦ ሺ݀ െ ݀௧௧ ሻ
ܥ ൌ ͲǤͺͷ݂ᇱ ܾܽ

(5)
(6)
(7)
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where, ܽ ൌ ߚܿ and c is the distance from fiber of maximum strain to the neutral axis (in), ݂ᇱ is the
specified compressive strength of concrete (psi), ܾ is the unit length (1 ft), and ߚ is calculated based on
Section 10.2.7.3 of ACI 349 (2001). It should be noted that both tension and compression reinforcement
yield for the tension controlled section. Therefore, the force equilibrium given in Equation 5 can be
rewritten as below:
ܣ௧ ൌ




 ܣ 

ே


(8)

The term with the axial force can be calculated separately. The other terms in Equation 8 are calculated to
meet the requirement given in Section B10.3.3 of ACI 318 (2011) and its commentary stating that ͲǤͷߩ
provide ductile behavior for most designs unless unusual amounts of ductility are required. ߩ is the
tension reinforcement ratio producing the balanced strain conditions. ߩ is calculated based on Section
10.3.2 of ACI 349 (2001) and the required tension reinforcement ratio is given by Equation 9.


ߩ ൌ ௗ ൌ ͲǤͷߩ ൌ ͲǤͷ

Ǥ଼ହᇲ ఉ
଼
൬଼ା ൰



(9)

The nominal tensile strength ( ) of the wall/slab section is derived from the force/moment equilibrium
by neglecting the compression reinforcement shown in Figure 6.  is calculated as shown in Equation
10.
ଵ ఘௗ

 ൌ ݂ܾ݀ߩ௬ ቀ݀ െ ଶ Ǥ଼ହᇲ ቁ


(10)

Figure 6. Force and moment equilibrium.
Compression reinforcement, ܣ , is required and given by Equation 11 if    .
ெିெ

ܣ ൌ ሺௗିௗ

್ ሻ

(11)

Compression reinforcement is not required in case  ൏  and a new reinforcement ratio is computed by
Equation 12 after solving the quadratic equation derived from the force/moment equilibrium as illustrated
in Figure 6.
ߩൌ

Ǥ଼ହᇲ
൬ͳ


െ ටͳ െ

ଶெ
൰
Ǥ଼ହᇲ ௗ మ 

ܣ௧ is calculated by using Equation 13 for both    and  ൏  .
ே

ܣ௧ ൌ ߩܾ݀  ܣ  



(12)

(13)
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Shear Design (IP and OOP Shear Forces)
The shear design acceptance criteria is given by Equation 14.
ܸ  ܸ௨

(14)

ܸ ൌ ߶ܸ  ߶ܸ௦

(15)

ܸ ൌ ʹඥ݂ Ԣ݄݀

(16)

where ܸ௨ is the factored shear force at section (See Table 3) and ܸ is the nominal shear strength provided
by concrete, ܸ , and shear reinforcement, ܸ௦ , as shown in Equation 15.
For IP shear design, the nominal shear strength provided by the concrete, ܸ , is computed by Equation 16
(Section 11.10.5 of ACI 349 (2001)) and Equation 17 (Section 11.3.2.3 of ACI 349 (2001)) for the
members subjected to axial compression and axial tension, respectively.

ܸ ൌ ʹ ൬ͳ 

ேೠ
൰ ඥ݂ᇱ ݄݀
ହ

Ͳ

(17)

where ܣ is the gross area of the section (in2). According to Section 11.10.4 of ACI 349 (2001), ݀ is taken
equal to ͲǤͺ݈௪ where ݈௪ is the horizontal length of the wall (in). ݈௪ is taken as unit length (1 ft) for the
design calculations.
Similarly, for OOP shear design, ܸ is computed by Equation 18 (Section 11.3.1.2 of ACI 349 (2001)) and
Equation 19 (Section 11.3.2.3 of ACI 349 (2001)) for the members subjected to axial compression and
axial tension, respectively.
ܸ ൌ ʹ ൬ͳ 

ேೠ
൰ ඥ݂ᇱ ܾ௪ ݀
ଶ
ே

(18)

ೠ
ܸ ൌ ʹ ൬ͳ  ହ
൰ ඥ݂ᇱ ܾ௪ ݀  Ͳ

(19)



where ܾ௪ is the web width (in), and ݀ is the distance from compression fiber to the centroid of
longitudinal reinforcement through the thickness of the member (in) and ܰ௨ is given as -TX or -TY
depending on the direction. ܾ௪ is considered as the unit width (1 ft) in OOP shear design calculations.

Two-way action should also be considered as indicated in Section 11.12.1 of ACI 349 (2001) for the OOP
shear evaluation. The shear capacity of concrete is determined based on the critical result of beam action
or two way action conditions. Section 11.12.2.3 of ACI 349 (2001) is used to compute the concrete shear
capacity for two way action when the section is subjected to membrane stresses.
ೡ  ௗ

When ܸ௨ exceeds ߶ܸ , the required shear reinforcement area, ܣ௩ , is computed by ܸ௦ ൌ
provided in
௦
Sections 11.5.6.2 and 11.10.9.1 of ACI 349 (2001) for OOP shear and IP shear design, respectively,
where  ݏis spacing (in) for either the IP or OOP shear reinforcement and ݀ is the same as defined before
for the concrete shear capacity calculation performed in the IP and OOP shear design, respectively.
Shear Strength Requirements and Boundary Elements
The IP shear strength, ܸ , at any horizontal section should not exceed ͳͲඥ݂ Ԣ݄݀ according to Section
11.10.3 of ACI 349 (2001). The designer should also check the shear strength requirements provided in
Section 21.6.5 of ACI 349 (2001) for the seismic load combinations.
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For OOP shear design, ͺඥ݂ Ԣܾ௪ ݀ should be considered as the maximum shear strength for ܸ௦ based on
Section 11.5.6.8 of ACI 349 (2001). In case two-way action is determined as the governing case for OOP
shear design, ܸ should not be larger than ඥ݂ Ԣܾ ݀ as indicated in Section 11.12.3.2 of ACI 349 (2001),
where ܾ is the perimeter of critical section for wall/slab.

The design engineer should also confirm whether the boundary elements are required for structural shear
walls with ݄௪ Τ݈௪  ʹ as described in Sections 21.6.1 and 21.6.6 of ACI 349 (2011). However,
according to Section R21.9.6.3 of ACI 318 (2011), the compressive stress limit of ͲǤʹ݂ Ԣ is based on
gravity loads and the maximum shear and moment induced by earthquake in a given direction. Therefore,
the provided compressive stress may be conservative considering the load combinations for ACI 349
structures.
Required Reinforcement
For each set of design loads, the required reinforcement should be provided in terms of total main rebar
for each face and total OOP shear reinforcement per unit area. The main rebar (Flexural design + IP shear
design) for each face in each direction is the maximum of ሺܣ௧ ሻ and ൫ܣ௧  ܣ  ܣ௩̴ூ௦ ൯Τʹ, where
ܣ௩̴ூ௦ is the required horizontal or vertical shear reinforcement obtained from IP shear design. It
should be noted that the IP shear demand is carried by the reinforcement on either side. Shear friction
reinforcement may also need to be added for RC walls/slabs. For the OOP shear design, the total shear
reinforcement is calculated by the summation of the required OOP shear reinforcement for each direction.
Therefore, the unit of the OOP shear reinforcement should be in2/ft2.
Minimum Reinforcement
The minimum reinforcement should be checked against following sections in ACI 349 (2001): i) Section
7.12 to control concrete cracking at exposed surfaces, ii) Section 10.5 to ensure that the ultimate moment
of resistance is greater than the cracking moment, iii) Section 11.5.5.1 for OOP shear reinforcement, iv)
Section 11.10.9 for IP shear reinforcement, v) Section 14.3 and vi) Section 21.6.2.
CONCLUSIONS

Performing element-by-element structural design may lead to overly conservative reinforcement demand
for shear walls and slabs in NPP structures. Since FE methodology does not take into account the
redistribution of forces/moments once the corresponding design section reaches its strength limit, it is
necessary to establish a methodology which provides a more realistic design solution considering the
force redistribution mechanism by utilizing the FE analysis results. Particular provisions of ACI code are
reviewed and recommended to identify the critical section lengths defined for various design loads. A
force averaging methodology providing a more realistic design solution is proposed and an example is
presented by illustrating how the described approach should be applied to the structural design
calculations. Also, design guidance is provided to calculate required reinforcement for walls and slabs
using post-processed FE analysis results. The design approach presented in this paper provides a practical
and an efficient design solution to post-process the FE analysis results and to achieve an economical
design for NPP structures subjected to extreme loading. The proposed design approach can be applied to
both RC and SC composite NPP structures.
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